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ABSTRACT

A Josephson quantum computing device and an integrated
circuit using Josephson quantum computing devices which
can realize a NOT gate operation controlled with 2 bits will be
provided. The Josephson quantum computing device (1)
comprises: a superconducting ring member (10) having a
at-junction (6) and a 0-junction (7); and a quantum state
detecting member (20) constituted by a superconducting
quantum interference device arranged outside of the superconducting ring member, wherein a bonding and an antibonding state brought about by a tunneling effect between a I T>
and a I > state as two states degenerate in energy of the
superconducting ring member (10) are regarded as quantum
bits. The bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits
are read out by the quantum state detecting member (20). The
two bit controlled NOT gate operation can be performed by
the two quantum bits comprising said quantum bits.
15 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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1
JOSEPHSON QUANTUM COMPUTING
DEVICE AND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT USING
SUCH DEVICES

ducting ring. Thus, the superconducting ring to which an
external magnetic field near the magnetic field corresponding
to one half the unit magnetic flux is applied is irradiated with
a microwave corresponding to an energy difference between
TECHNICAL FIELD
5 the bonding and antibonding states, and a superconducting
quantum interference device disposed around the quantum bit
The present invention relates to a Josephson quantum comconstituted of the superconducting ring is used to indirectly
puting device utilizing a Josephson device with a at-junction
measure current flowing through the superconducting ring,
and which can be utilized in quantum computers, and to an
thereby detecting if the state is bonding or antibonding.
10
integrated circuit using such computing devices.
In non-patent reference 4 in the list below, a theoretical
proposal has been made on a qubit using a Josephson junction
BACKGROUND ART
formed of an anisotropic (d-wave) superconductor and an
isotropic (s-wave) superconductor. In this Josephson juncThe quantum computer is a computer that has an overtion, by the effect of the anisotropic (d-wave) superconductor,
whelmingly rapid computing speed in solving particular 15 its free energy becomes the minimum and its system becomes
problems that could not be solved in reality by conventional
stable if the phase difference of the superconducting gap is
classical computers. In the quantum computer, a quantum
±~t/2. The proposed qubit is used to arbitrarily superpose the
two-level system called the quantum bit or qubit is utilized to
bonding and antibonding states formed of these two degencorrespond to a bit in a classical computer. While a number of
erate states as the second function mentioned above for
qubits are used in computation, the most basic operation is 20 qubits.
carried out by unitary transformation manipulations for any
In non-patent reference 5 in the list below, there have been
one qubit and with a quantum operating device that reads out
reported a theoretical proposal on a qubit constituted by a
the qubit manipulated. In a solid-state electronic device,
superconducting ring with one ferromagnetic at junction and
physical states proposed as usable for such qubits are superfour 0-junctions and reference to the qubit using an anisotroconducting, electronic and nuclear spin states.
25 pic superconductor discussed in non-patent reference 3. It is
At the outset, an explanation is given of basic particulars of
shown that the free energy of this system has its minimum
qubits.
when the phase difference of the superconducting gap is ±~t/2,
In general, if there are two physical states corresponding,
since the 7t junction large in the proportion of Josephson
respectively, to 10> and I1>, a state of superposition given by
function is disposed between the two pairs ofO junctions.The
their superposition I0>+I1> functions as a qubit. Thus, while 30 proposed qubit is used to arbitrarily superpose the bonding
a classical bit is either 0 or 1, qubits other than 10> or 11> state
and antibonding states formed of these two degenerate states
include innumerable states intermediate between 10> and 11>
as the second function mentioned above for qubits.
and further those which are different in phase. It is called
Nonpatent Reference 1: J. E. Mooij and five others, "Josephunitary transformation to let such a certain state I s> change to
son Persistent-Current Qubit", SCIENCE, vol. 285, pp.
another state Is'>.
35
1036 (1999);
Qubits constituting a quantum computer need to equip the
Nonpatent Reference 2: Caspar IT van der Wal and seven
following four functions:
others, "Quantum Superposition of Macroscopic PersisThe first is initialization, requiring a means to set an initial
tent-Current States", SCIENCE, vol. 290, pp. 773 (2000);
state of a qubit as a well defined one, e.g., 10> or I1>.
Nonpatent Reference 3: I. Chiorescu and three others,
The second is controlling a state (quantum operating gate), 40 "Coherent Quantum Dynamics of a Superconducting Flux
requiring a means to unitarily transform a prepared initial
Qubit", SCIENCE, vol. 299, pp. 1869 (2003);
state (e.g., 10> or I1>) to any state of superimposition as
Nonpatent Reference 4: Lev B. Ioffe and four others, "Envidesired Is>.
ronmentally decoupled sds-wave Josephson junction for
The third is to read out, requiring a detecting means to
quantum computing", Nature, vol. 398, pp. 679 (1999);
measure a unitarily transformed state Is>, namely to deter- 45
and
mine the values of amplitudes of 10> and I1>.
Nonpatent Reference 5: G. Blatter and two others, "Design
The fourth relates to expandability, requiring the condiaspects of superconducting-phase quantum bits", Physical
tional state control (controlled NOT gate) first on two bits and
Review B, vol. 63, pp. 174511-1 (2001).
then requiring expansion by integration further to a number of
qubits.
50
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
As quantum operating devices using superconducting
qubits, there is a proposal to utilize electron pair boxes as two
Problems to be Solved by the Invention
superconducting states having different charge states. There
is also a proposal to utilize a superconducting quantum interIn quantum processing devices using a conventional superference device (SQUID) to measure superconducting states 55 conducting ring as proposed in nonpatent references 1 to 3
having states different in phase.
above, however, creating two states degenerate in energy
In non-patent references 1 to 3 listed below, a theoretical
requires applying thereto an external magnetic field correproposal of a qubit consisting of a superconducting ring with
sponding to half a unit magnetic flux. Therefore, the external
three Josephson junctions and the detection of bonding and
magnetic field must always be applied to superimpose quanantibonding states in the proposed qubit have been reported. 60 tum bits.
In this qubit, if an external magnetic field corresponding to
In quantum processing devices using a conventional superhalf a unit magnetic flux is applied to the superconducting
conducting ring as proposed in nonpatent reference 4 above,
ring, two states degenerate in energy are realized. As a result,
no current flows through the superconducting ring in two
a bonding or an antibonding state that is any arbitrary state of
degenerate states. Therefore, a circuit must be included for
superposition as desired of the second function mentioned 65 joining loops large in inductance for their discriminations.
above for qubits is formed. In such degenerate states, currents
In quantum processing devices using a conventional supermutually opposite in direction flow through the superconconducting ring as proposed in nonpatent reference 5 above,
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four 0-junctions and one at-junction, namely five Josephson
tum state detecting member preferably upon applying thereto
an external magnetic field. According to this structure, the
junctions, are required, complicating the structure.
quantum state detecting member is rendered capable of readAlso, in a quantum processing device using a conventional
ing out only upon having a magnetic field applied thereto.
superconducting ring, there is the problem that due to its large
In the structure mentioned above, the bonding and antisize, decoherence can easily be produced. The problem with 5
bonding states as said quantum bits are preferably states that
decoherence is that quantum states of the quantum processing
they are superposed as desired by a microwave with which the
device are broken by an external noise or observation so that
quantum bits are irradiated. According to this structure, the
the device becomes no longer operating.
bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits can be
With these problems taken into account, it is a first object of
the present invention to provide a Josephson quantum com- io superposed arbitrarily as desired only when the quantum bits
are irradiated with a microwave.
puting device comprising: a superconducting ring as a quanIn order to achieve the second object mentioned above,
tum bit which with no magnetic field applied can realize two
there is provided in accordance with the present invention a
degenerate states in which currents mutually opposite in
Josephson quantum computing device which is characterized
direction flow therethrough and which is simple in structure
having 7t and 0-junctions; and a superconducting quantum 15 in that it comprises a superconducting ring member having a
at-junction and a first and a second 0-junction, each of which
interference device capable of detecting a quantum state of
is constituted of a Josephson junction, and a quantum state
the superconducting ring as the quantum bit.
detecting member constituted by a superconducting quantum
It is a second object of the present invention to provide a
interference device arranged outside of the superconducting
Josephson quantum computing device comprising: a superconducting ring as a quantum bit which with no magnetic 20 ring member, wherein a bonding and an antibonding state
brought about by a tunneling effect between a I T> and a I >
field applied can realize two degenerate states in which curstate as two states degenerate in energy of the superconductrents mutually opposite in direction flow therethrough and
ing ring member are regarded as quantum bits, and the bondwhich is simple in construction having one at-junction and
ing and antibonding states as the quantum bits are read out by
two 0-junctions; and a superconducting quantum interference
device capable of detecting a quantum state of the supercon- 25 the quantum state detecting member.
Preferably in the structure mentioned above, the superconducting ring as the quantum bit.
ducting ring member comprises a first, a second and a third
It is a third object of the present invention to provide an
superconductor which as a whole are disposed in the form of
integrated circuit using such Josephson quantum computing
a ring and are strips essentially tri-partitioned of the ring and
devices and which is capable of performing a NOT logic
so arranged having three interspaces between their adjacent
gating operation controlled by two bits.
ends and a ferromagnetic body and a first and a second insuMeans for Solving the Problems
lator with which the three interfaces are filled, respectively,
wherein the first superconductor, the first insulator and the
In order to achieve the first object mentioned above, there
third superconductor together form the first 0-junction; the
is provided in accordance with the present invention a Joseph- 35 second superconductor, the second insulator and the third
son quantum computing device which is characterized in that
superconductor together form the second 0 junction; and the
it comprises: a superconducting ring member having a
first superconductor, the ferromagnetic body and the second
at junction and a 0-junction; and a quantum state detecting
superconductor together form the at-junction. Also, said
member constituted by a superconducting quantum interferbonding and antibonding states of the superconducting ring
ence device arranged outside of the superconducting ring 40 member are preferably controlled by a ratio (y) of Josephson
member, wherein a bonding and an antibonding state brought
coupling constants at the first and second 0-junctions and the
about by a tunneling effect between a I T > and a I > state as
at-junction.
two states degenerate in energy of the superconducting ring
According to the structure mentioned above, the bonding
member are regarded as quantum bits, and the bonding and
and antibonding states as quantum degenerate states can be
antibonding states as the quantum bits are read out by the 45 formed by a superconducting ring member with no external
quantum state detecting member.
magnetic field applied thereto and in a simple construction.
Preferably in the structure mentioned above, the superconWhen utilized as quantum bits, these two degenerate states
ducting ring member comprises a pair of semicircular superhave currents flowing mutually opposite in direction and can
conductors, a ferromagnetic metal sandwiched between adjathus be discriminated from each other, which makes it unneccent first ends of the superconductors and an insulator 50 essary to provide a separate circuit such as loops.
sandwiched between adjacent second ends of the superconIn the structure mentioned above, the bonding and antiductors wherein said two superconductors and the ferromagbonding states as the quantum bits are read out by the quannetic metal together form the at-junction, and the two supertum state detecting member preferably upon applying thereto
conductors and said insulator together form said 0-junction.
an external magnetic field. According to this structure, the
Also, said bonding and antibonding states of the supercon- 55 quantum state detecting member is rendered capable of readducting ring member are preferably controlled by a ratio (y) of
ing out only upon having a magnetic field applied thereto.
Josephson coupling constants at the t- and 0-junctions.
In the structure mentioned above, the bonding and antiAccording to the structure mentioned above, the bonding
bonding states as said quantum bits are preferably states that
and antibonding states as quantum degenerate states can be
they are superposed as desired by a microwave with which the
formed by a superconducting ring member with no external 6o quantum bits are irradiated. According to this structure, the
magnetic field applied thereto and in a simple construction.
bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits can be
When utilized as quantum bits, these two degenerate states
superposed arbitrarily as desired only when the quantum bits
have currents flowing mutually opposite in direction and can
are irradiated with a microwave.
thus be discriminated from each other, which makes it unnecIn order to achieve the third object mentioned above, there
essary to provide a separate circuit such as loops.
65 is provided an integrated circuit which is characterized in that
In the structure mentioned above, the bonding and antiit uses Josephson quantum computing devices as mentioned
bonding states as the quantum bits are read out by the quanabove. Preferably, two such quantum bits adjacent to each
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other are so arranged as to bring about a magnetic interaction
FIG. 6 shows results of computation of total free energy
and they are operated as a controlled NOT gate. Also, the
where a small magnetic flux is applied wherein (A) is a
bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits are prefcontour diagram in a (01, 02) space under an external magerably states that they are superposed as desired by a micronetic field ((D_t=0.01 ) and (B) is a diagram illustrating the
wave with which the quantum bits are irradiated to operate as 5 dependence of U,,, on phase space diagonal direction;
FIG. 7 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating an intea controlled NOT gate.
grated circuit using Josephson quantum computing devices
According to this structure, the NOT gate operation conaccording to the present invention;
trolled by two bits can be realized by Josephson quantum
FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic explanatory view illustrating
computing devices according to the present invention.
10 operations of a NOT gate controlled with adjacent two quantum bits in an integrated circuit using Josephson quantum
Effects of the Invention
computing devices according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic explanatory view illustrating
According to the Josephson quantum computing device of
operations of a NOT gate controlled with adjacent two quanthe present invention, quantum bonding and antibonding
states which are created by the superconducting ring member 15 turn bits in an integrated circuit using Josephson quantum
computing devices according to the present invention; and
provided with the at-junction and the 0-junction can be utiFIG. 10 is a truth table showing the operations of the NOT
lized. These quantum bonding and antibonding states can be
gates controlled with 2 quantum bits as in FIGS. 8 and 9.
created with no external magnetic field applied. These two
degenerate states in which mutually opposite currents are 20
DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE CHARACTERS
flowing through the superconducting ring member can easily
be discriminated from each other. Also, quantum bits of the
1, 30: Josephson quantum computing device
superconducting ring member can be detected by quantum
2, 3, 11, 12: Superconductor
state detecting member constituted of superconducting quan4, 35: Ferromagnetic metal (F)
tum interference device disposed around the superconducting 25
5, 13, 14: Insulator
ring member.
6: First junction (at-junction, Josephson junction S1/F/S2)
According to the Josephson quantum computing device of
7: Second junction (0-junction, Josephson junction S1/I/
the present invention, quantum bonding and antibonding
S2)
states which are created by the superconducting ring member
10: Superconducting ring member
provided with two 0-junctions and a at-junction can be uti- 30
15, 16: Josephson junction in superconducting quantum
lized. These quantum bonding and antibonding states can be
interference device
created with no external magnetic field applied. These two
17, 18, 57, 58: Current terminal
degenerate states in which mutually opposite currents are
20, 60: Quantum state detecting member (SQUID)
flowing through the superconducting ring member can easily
32: First superconductor (S1)
be discriminated from each other. Also, quantum bits of the 35
33: Second superconductor (S2)
superconducting ring member can be detected by the quan34: Third superconductor (S3)
tum state detecting member constituted of superconducting
35: Ferromagnetic metal (F)
quantum interference device disposed around the supercon36: Insulator
ducting ring member.
37: Insulator
According to the present invention, the device having a 40
40: Superconducting ring member
structure constituted only of three Josephson junctions can be
41: First 0-junction (Josephson junction S1/I1/S3)
reduced in size. Consequently, the device can be much less
42: Second 0-junction (Josephson junction S2/I2/S3)
affected by decoherence attributable to an interaction with its
43: at-junction (Josephson junction S1/F/S2)
outside.
51, 52: Superconductor
According to the integrated circuit using Josephson quan- 45
53, 54: Insulator
tum computing devices of the present invention, it is possible
55, 56: Josephson junction in superconducting quantum
to perform a NOT gate operation controlled with 2 bits in
interference device
addition to a 1-bit operation.
60: Quantum state detecting member (SQUID)
70: Integrated circuit using Josephson computing devices
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
50
72: Substrate
74, 75: Microwave
In the drawings,
FIG. 1 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating the
BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE
structure of a Josephson quantum computing device accordINVENTION
ing to the present invention;
55
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the dependence of total free
Hereinafter, the present invention will be described in
energy (U1+U2+Ui) for various y values when a=7.5x10-4;
detail with reference to certain suitable forms of implemenFIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the dependence of total free
tation thereof illustrated in the drawing Figures. In the Figenergy (U1+U2+Ui) for various y values when a=3.6x10-';
ures, the same reference characters are used to designate the
FIG. 4 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating the 60 same or corresponding components.
structure of a Josephson quantum computing device accordAt the outset, an explanation is given of a first form of
ing to the present invention;
implementation of the Josephson quantum computing device
FIG. 5 shows results of computation of total free energy
according to the present invention. FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic
wherein (A) is a contour diagram in a (01, 02) space where no
plan view illustrating the structure of a Josephson quantum
external magnetic field is applied ('I=0) and (B) is a dia- 65 computing device according to the present invention. Refergram illustrating the dependence of Ut0 on phase space
ring to FIG. 1, the Josephson quantum computing device 1
diagonal direction;
comprises a superconducting ring member 10 with a t- and a

co
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0-junction and a quantum state detecting member 20 disposed
in its outside coaxially therewith. The superconducting ring
member 10 and the quantum state detecting member 20 of the
Josephson quantum computing device 1 can be formed on a
substrate. Further, it should be noted that the Josephson quantum computing device operates at a temperature that exhibits
superconductivity.
The superconducting ring member 10 consists of semicircular strip superconductors 2 and 3 (hereinafter referred to as
Si and S2 for the sake of convenience) and a ferromagnetic
metal 4 (hereinafter referred to conveniently as F) and an
insulator 5 (hereinafter referred to conveniently as I) which
are sandwiched between the adjacent first ends and the adjacent second ends of the two superconductors 2 and 3, respectively, and is in the form of a ring as a whole. The superconductors 2 and 3 may be superconductors ofthe same type. The
superconducting ring member 10 operates as a Josephson
quantum bit. The superconductors 2 and 3 may be Nb, Pb or
the like, the ferromagnetic metal 4 may be CuNi, PdNi or the
like, and the insulator 5 may be made of aluminum oxide
(AlOx), PbO or the like.
A junction made of superconductor 2 and ferromagnetic
metal 4 and superconductor 3, namely Josephson junction
Si/F/52 (hereinafter referred to conveniently as junction 6) is
a junction of the first adjacent ends of the semicircular strip
superconductors 2 and 3 with the ferromagnetic metal 4 sandwiched between these adjacent ends in contact therewith. The
first junction 6 is a tt junction that becomes stable when the
phase difference 0 between the superconductors 2 and 3 (Si
and S2) is 7t.
On the other hand, a junction made of the superconductor
2 and the insulator 5 and the superconductor 3, namely
Josephson junction S1/I/S2 (hereinafter referred to conveniently as junction 7) is a junction at a position diagonally
opposite to that of the at junction, namely of the second adjacent ends of the semicircular strip superconductors 2 and 3
with the insulator 5 (hereinafter referred to conveniently as I)
sandwiched between these adjacent ends, that is a tunneling
junction. The second junction 7 is a 0 junction that becomes
stable when the phase difference 0' between the superconductors 2 and 3 (Si and S2) is 0.
Mention is next made of the quantum state detecting member 20.
The quantum state detecting member 20 is a superconducting quantum interference device (also called SQUID) having
two Josephson junctions. The quantum state detecting member 20 comprises two superconductors 11 and 12 which are
arranged in the form of a semicircular strip and two insulators
13 and 14 sandwiched between the first and second ends of
them, respectively, to form Josephson junctions 15 and 16.
Current terminals 17 and 18 are disposed at positions 90°
spaced from the Josephson junctions 15 and 16. One of the
Josephson junctions 15 consists of the superconductor 11, the
insulator 13, and the superconductor 12 and the other Josephson junction 16 is formed from the superconductor 11, the
insulator 14, and the superconductor 12. The superconductors
11 and 12 may be of the same material as that of the superconductors 2 and 3 in the superconducting ring member 10.
Also, the insulators 13 and 14 may be the same in material as
the insulator 5 in the superconducting ring member 10.
The quantum state detecting member 20 is arranged to read
out a quantum state of the Josephson quantum bit in the
superconducting ring member 10.
It should be noted further that the superconducting ring
member 10 may not only be circular but also be in the form of
a rectangular ring. Then, the quantum state detecting member
20 arranged outside of the superconducting ring member 10

8
may, too, be in the form of a rectangular ring similar to the
superconducting ring member 10.
The Josephson quantum computing device so constructed
as mentioned above operates as described below.
5
At the outset, an explanation is given of the operation of a
quantum bit. The total free energy in the superconducting ring
member 10 inside operating as the quantum bit is expressed
by the sum of respective electrostatic energies T, and T2 in the
first and second junctions 6 and 7, respective Josephson enerio gies U, and U2 in the first and second junctions 6 and 7 and
magnetic energy UL stored in the superconducting ring member 10. Behaviors of this system correspond to motions of a
particle with kinetic energy T2 in potential U1+U2+UL.
The electrostatic energy in the first junction 6 is expressed
15 by T1=Q12/2C,. Likewise, the electrostatic energy in the second junction 7 is expressed by T2=Q22/2C2. Here, Q, and Q2
are charges stored at the first and second junctions 6 and 7,
respectively. C, and C2 are electrostatic capacitances at the
first and second junctions 6 and 7, respectively.
20
The electrostatic energy T, at the first junction 6 that is of
metal contact as being a metallic junction is much smaller
than the electrostatic energy T2 at the second junction 7 sandwiching the insulator film 5 and is negligible (T1«T2). Also,
the superconducting critical current I . at the first junction 6
25 which is a at junction of metal contact is expressed by equation (1) below.
It=2eE, lh

(1)

where e is the elementary electric charge and his the Planck
30 constant divided by 2 7t. And, E . is the coupling constant
representing the strength of Josephson junction.
Using the coupling constant E, the Josephson coupling
energy is expressed by U1=-E,Q I cos ((0+71)/2)I.
On the other hand, the superconducting critical current Io at
3s the second junction 7 which is a normal Josephson junction
sandwiching the insulator 5 is expressed by equation (2)

below.
Io 2eE°lv

(2)

40 where Eo is the Josephson coupling constant, and the binding
energy at the second junction 7 is expressedby U2=-E0 cos 0'.
The Josephson energy U2 at the second junction 7 can be
expressed as a function of 0, since there is a relation 0-0'=2 7t
I /moo (where (Do is the unit magnetic flux; (D0=h/2e=2.086x
45 10-i5 Wb) between phase differences 0 and 0' of the first and
second junctions 6 and 7 through magnetic flux 1 passing the
inside of the superconducting ring member 10. Note here that
the ratio of Josephson coupling constants at the first and
second junctions 6 and 7 is assumed to be y=E/Eo.
Further, the magnetic energy UL stored in the supercon50
ducting ring member 10 is expressed by Ui((D-T ext)2 /2L.
Here, L is a self inductance and I_t is an externally applied
magnetic flux. There is introduced a=2~tLIo/co as a dimensionless parameter representing the magnitude of self induc55 tance.

Results of computation of the total free energy in the superconducting ring member 10 operating as quantum bits are
explained.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the dependence of the total
60 free energy (U1+U2+Ui) for various y values when a=7.5x
10-4. The state here is, however, where no external magnetic
flux is applied (Txt-0). The value of a corresponds to where
the radius of the superconducting ring member 10: r=5 µm,
the cross section of the junction surfaces: S=10-2 µm2 and the
65 thickness of the insulator in the second junction 7: d=1 nm. In
FIG. 2, the abscissa axis represents the phase 0 (7t radian) of
the second junction 7 and the ordinate axis represents the total
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free energy of the second junction 7 normalized by Josephson
and one 0-junction, two in total, of the superconducting ring
coupling constant Eo ((U1+U2+UL)/Eo; this energy is called
member 10 in which conditions such as the electrostatic
"normalized total free energy").
energy T2, the Josephson coupling constant E0 and y are
If the ratio y (=E/Eo) of the Josephson coupling constants
appropriately selected. And, these bonding and antibonding
at the first and second junctions 6 and 7 is incrementally 5 states can be realized with no external magnetic field applied.
increased by 0.5 from 2 to 3.5, the normalized total free
Further, since in the two states degenerated, currents directed
energy ((U1+U2+UL)/Eo) varies with the phase 0 of the secmutually opposite are passed through the superconducting
ondjunction 7. As can be seen from FIG. 2, where y is around
ring member 10, they are easy to discriminate. Since the
2 to 3, the normalized total free energy has the two minimum
quantum bit according to the present invention consists of 2
values degenerate in energy and the 0 corresponding to them io junctions, the structure is simple. They are easy to manufacis the phase difference that is realized.
ture, accordingly.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the dependence of the total
The two stable states to be brought about in the superconfree energy (U1+U2+UL) for various y values when a=3.6x
ducting ring member 10 and the bonding and antibonding
10-i. The state here is, however, where no external magnetic
states can be effected at the same time. On the other hand, the
flux is applied ((D xt-0). The abscissa and ordinate axes in the 15 superconducting ring member 10 can be initialized as folFigure are the same as those in FIG. 2. The value of a correlows. Namely, if it is kept at low temperature sufficient so that
sponds to where the radius of the superconducting ring memthermal excitation from the bonding state 10> that is a ground
ber 10: r=1 mm, the cross section of the junction surfaces:
state to the antibonding state I1> that is an excitation state
S=10-2 µm2 and the thickness of the insulator in the second
may not occur, it can be relaxed to the ground state and hence
junction 7: d=1 nm.
20 be initialized to the bonding state 10>.
If the ratio y (=E/Eo) of the Josephson coupling constants
Further, in the case of exciting from the bonding state 10>
at the first and second junctions 6 and 7 is incrementally
of the superconducting ring member 10 to its antibonding
increased by 1 from 2 to 5, the normalized total free energy
state I1>, if the superconducting ring member 10 is irradiated
varies with the phase 0 of the second junction 7. As can be
with a microwave of a frequency corresponding to the energy
seen from FIG. 3, where y is around 2 to 4, the normalized 25 gap AE,, which is when the superconducting ring member 10
total free energy has the two minimum values degenerate in
is in the state I1>, its state can be excited from the bonding
energy and the 0 corresponding to them is the phase differstate 10> to the antibonding state I1>.
ence that is realized.
Next, the readout operations of the bonding and antibondIn FIGS. 2 and 3, the two minimum values degenerate in
ing states of the quantum bit will be explained. The bonding
energy become the two stable states. Let these two stable 3o and antibonding states of the quantum bit of the superconstates to be I T> and I I>. In the states I T> and I . >, electric
ducting ring member 10 are read out by the superconducting
currents of the same magnitude are flowing in mutually oppoquantum interference device of the quantum state detecting
site directions through the superconducting ring member 10,
member 20 disposed around the Josephson quantum bit of the
and magnetic fluxes of the same magnitude and in mutually
superconducting ring member 10. In this case, a bias current
opposite directions corresponding thereto enter the supercon- 35 is applied between current terminals 17 and 18 in the superducting ring member 10. The magnitude of currents then
conducting quantum interference device of the quantum state
flowing in the states IT> and I >becomeII1-IIo1-10-2 µA in
detecting member 20 and a value of current (switching curboth FIGS. 2 and 3. The magnitude of the magnetic fluxes
rent), which gives rise to a finite voltage when the current is
passing through the superconducting ring member 10
increased, is measured for readout.
becomes II-2.1x10-i9 Wb (y=3) with FIG. 2 and 1.0x10-16 40
Here, mention is made of where no external magnetic flux
Wb (y=3) with FIG. 3.
is applied (1 ext-0). Zero magnetic flux will be detected as an
The electrostatic energy in the second junction 7 becomes
anticipated value when the quantum bit is in the bonding or
T2-6.8x10-23 J if alumina (A1203) of a dielectric constant:
antibonding state, since in the degenerate I T > and I > states,
k-8.5 is used as the insulator 5. Since this value of electromagnetic fluxes mutually opposite in direction enter the
static energy T2 is close in the order to the Josephson coupling 45 superconducting ring member 10.
constant E0-3.3x10-24 J, a tunneling effect is brought about
On the other hand, since an asymmetry in 0 dependence of
between the I T> and I > as the two states degenerate in
the potential occurs when a small external magnetic flux is
energy with the result that the bonding and antibonding states
applied ('I_t~0), a finite flux is detected in the bonding and
in which I T> and I > are superposed appear. Here, the bondantibonding states as well. This allows the bonding and antiing state: 10> is expressed as I0> x I T>+I > and is the ground 5o bonding states of the quantum bits of the superconducting
state. The antibonding state: I1> is expressed as I1>« I T>-I >
ring member 10 to be read out by making a flux measurement
and is the excited state.
with the superconducting quantum interference device of the
Therefore, in the superconducting ring member 10 accordquantum state detecting member 20 while changing the extering to the present invention, the bonding state bit: I 0>=I T >+
nal magnetic flux in the vicinity of zero.
I > and the antibonding state bit: I 1>=I T >- I > are utilized as 55
As described above, the Josephson quantum computing
quantum bits.
device 1 according to the present invention allows the funcAs an energy gap AE exists between the bonding and
tions to initialize, to control the state and to read out to be
antibonding states, it is possible to irradiate a quantum bit
realized with Josephson quantum bits by the superconducting
with a microwave angular frequency: w=AE/h (h: Planck
ring member 10 with t- and 0-junctions and the quantum state
constant) corresponding to the gap and to observe its reso- 6o detecting member 20.
nance absorption and thereby to check the presence of the
The Josephson quantum computing device of the present
bonding or antibonding state. The frequency corresponding
invention constructed as mentioned above can be fabricated
to the gap (mow/2t) is found to be around several GHz by
as described below.
various constants used in computation of the total free energy
First, a superconductor becoming the superconducting ring
shown in FIG. 2.
65 member 10 and the quantum state detecting member 20 is
Thus, it is seen that the bonding and antibonding states can
deposited by sputtering onto an insulating substrate to a
be realized by the quantum bits consisting of one at-junction
selected thickness. Then, the superconducting ring member
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10 and the ring of quantum state detecting member 20 are
strip superconductors 32 and 34 that are substantially triformed by selective etching process with mask. The superpartitions of the circle and the first insulator 36 sandwiched
conductor at those areas of the ferromagnetic metal 4 and the
between these ends. The first 0-junction 41 is a 0-junction that
insulator 5 of the superconducting ring member 10 and the
becomes stable if the phase difference 0 1 between Si and I,
insulators 13 and 14 of the quantum state detecting member 5 and S3 forming the 0-junction is zero.
20 is etched, too.
The second 0-junction 42 is a Josephson junction made of
Next, an insulating material such as aluminum oxide
the second superconductor 33, the second insulator 37 and the
becoming the insulators 5,13 and 14 is deposited by sputterthird superconductor 34. The second 0-junction S2/12/S3 is a
ing or CVD method to a selected thickness. And, excess
tunneling junction made of the adjacent ends of the second
portions of the insulating material are removed by selective io and third strip superconductors 33 and 34 that are substanetching. In this process step, the 0-junction 7 and the quantum
tially tri-partitions of the circle and the second insulator 37
state detecting member 20 are formed.
sandwiched between these ends. The second 0-junction 42 is
Finally, a film of the ferromagnetic metal 4 is deposited by
a 0-junction that becomes stable if the phase difference 02
sputtering to a selected thickness. And, an excess portion of
between S2 and I2 and S3 forming the 0-junction is zero.
the ferromagnetic metal film is removed by selective etching. 15
On the other hand, the at junction 43 is a Josephson juncIn this process step, the at-junction 6 is formed. In depositing
tion made of the first superconductor 32, the ferromagnetic
each material, an ordinary thin film forming method such as
body 35 andthe second superconductor 33. That is, the t-uncvapor deposition, laser ablation or MBE other than sputtering
tion Si/F/52 is a tunneling junction made of the adjacent ends
or CVD may be used. Also, in masking steps for forming
of the first and second strip superconductors 32 and 33 that are
junctions and current terminals of selected shapes, photo or 20 substantially tri-partitions of the circle and the ferromagnetic
electron beam exposure may be used.
body 35 sandwiched between these ends. The at junction 43 is
A second form of implementation of the Josephson quana at junction that becomes stable if the phase difference 03
tum computing device according to the present invention will
between Si and F and S2 forming the at-junction is 7t.
be explained.
The quantum state detecting member 60 will be explained
FIG. 4 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating the 25 next. The quantum state detecting member 60 comprises a so
structure of a Josephson quantum computing device 30
called superconducting quantum interference device having a
according to the present invention. As shown, the Josephson
pair of Josephson junctions. The quantum state detecting
quantum computing device 30 according to the present invenmember 60 has semicircular superconductors 51 and 52
tion comprises a superconducting ring member 40 with two
arranged in the form of a ring and insulators 53 and 54
0-junctions 41 and 42 and one at junction 43 each of which is 30 sandwiched between their respective and adjacent ends to
a Josephson junction and a quantum state detecting member
form Jo sephson junctions 55 and 56. Current terminals 57 and
60 arranged outside of the superconducting ring member 40
58 are provided at positions spaced by about an angle of 90°
coaxially therewith. The superconducting ring member 40
from the Josephson junctions 55 and 56.
and the quantum state detecting member 60 of the Josephson
One Josephson junction 55 is formed of the superconducquantum computing device 30 may be formed on a substrate. 35 tor 51, the insulator 53 and the superconductor 52 while the
It should be noted here that the Josephson quantum computother Josephson junction 56 is formed of the superconductor
ing device of the present invention operates at a temperature
51, the insulator 54 and the superconductor 52.
at which superconductivity is exhibited.
Here, the superconductors 51 and 52 may be of a same
The superconducting ring member 40 comprises a first, a
material as that of the first, second and third superconductors
second and a third superconductor 32, 33 and 34 clockwise 40 32, 33 and 34 of the superconducting ring member 40. The
(hereinafter referred to conveniently as Si, S2 and S3, respecinsulators 53 and 54 may be of a same material as that of the
tively) which as a whole are disposed in the form of a ring and
first and second insulators 36 and 37 of the superconducting
are strips essentially tri-partitioned of the ring and arranged
ring member 40. The insulator 53 of the quantum state detecthaving three interspaces open between their adjacent ends
ing member 60 is arranged opposed to the ferromagnetic
and a ferromagnetic metal 35 (hereinafter referred to conve- 45 body 35 of the superconducting ring member 40.
niently as F) and a first and a second insulator 36 and 37
The quantum state detecting member 60 is disposed to read
(hereinafterreferred to conveniently as I, and I2, respectively)
out a quantum state of the Josephson quantum bit in the
with which the three interfaces are filled, respectively.
superconducting ring member 40.
The ferromagnetic metal 35 is arranged sandwiched
Here, it should be noted further that the superconducting
between the adjacent ends of the first and second supercon- 5o ring member 40 may not only be circular but also be a square
ductors 32 and 33. The first insulator 36 is arranged sandring. Then, the quantum state detecting member 60 disposed
wiched between the adjacent ends of the first and third superoutside of the superconducting ring member 40 may be a
conductors 32 and 34. The second insulator 37 is arranged
square ring similar to the superconducting ring member 40.
sandwiched between the adjacent ends of the second and third
An explanation is next given of operations of the Josephson
superconductors 33 and 34. The first to third superconductors 55 quantum computing device according to the present invention
32, 33 and 34 may be of an identical superconducting mateconstructed as mentioned above.
rial. The first and second insulators 36 and 37 may be of an
At the beginning, the quantum bit will be mentioned. The
identical insulating material. The superconducting ring memtotal fee energy in the quantum bit is expressed as a sum of
ber 40 operates as a Josephson quantum bit. The first to third
electrostatic energies K1, K2 and K3, Josephson coupling
superconductors 32, 33 and 34 used may be of Nb, Pb or the 60 energies U1, U2 and U3 at the first and second 0-junctions and
like, the ferromagnetic metal 35 used may be of CuNi, PdNi
at-junction 41, 42 and 43, and the magnetic energy UL stored
or the like, and the first and second insulators 36 and 37 used
in the superconducting ring.
may be of aluminum oxide (AlO,), PbO or the like.
First, the electrostatic energy at the first 0-junction 41 is
The first 0-junction 41 is a Josephson junction made of the
expressed as K1=Q12/2C,. Likewise, the electrostatic energy
first superconductor 32, the first insulator 36 and the third 65 at the second 0-junction 42 is expressed as K2=Q22/2C2, and
superconductor 34. The first 0-junction Sl/l,/S3 is a tunnelelectrostatic energy at the at junction 43 as K3=Q32/2C3. Each
ing junction made of the adjacent ends of the first and third
of these electrostatic energies corresponds to the kinetic
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energy in the phase space. Q1, Q2 and Q3 are charges stored at
the first and second 0-junctions 41 and 42 and the at-junction
43. C1, C2 and C3 are capacitances of the junctions 41, 42 and
43.

Next, the binding energies of the first and second 0-junctions are expressed as U1=-E0 cos 01 and U2=-E0 cos 02,
respectively. Here, Eo is the Josephson coupling constant, and
the Josephson coupling constant at the second 0-junction 42
is regarded as being equal to that at the first 0-junction 41.
The Josephson binding energy at the at-junction 43 is
expressed as U3=-E3 cos (03+~t) where E3 is the Josephson
coupling constant. The ratio of the Josephson constants at the
0-junctions 41, 42 and at junction 43 is considered as y=E3/
E0.
With respect to total magnetic flux 1 passing through the
superconducting ring member 40, the magnetic energy UL
stored in the superconducting ring member 40 is expressed as
Ui (1-(ext)2 /2L. Here, L is a self inductance and (D_t is a
magnetic flux externally applied. And, a=4~t2E3L/'1)02 is
introduced where Co is a unit magnetic flux as a dimensionless parameter that represents the self inductance.
Mention is next made of the total free energy at the superconducting ring member 40 operating as the quantum bit.
Total free energy U,,, is expressed as U,.,U1+U2+U3+UL
and as a function of four variables (01, 02, 03, 1)). The total
free energy becomes a function of two variables (01, 02) from
relations that 01+02+03=27t1)/(1)0 which stands between the
superconducting phase and total magnetic flux, and the condition (U 0/1)=0) under which the total free energy for total
magnetic flux 1 becomes the minimum.
FIG. 5 shows results of computation of the total free energy
wherein (A) is contour diagram in a (01, 02) space where no
external magnetic field is applied ((1 =0) and (B) is a diagram illustrating the dependence of U,,, phase space on
diagonal direction. In FIG. 5(A), the abscissa axis represents
01 which is normalized with 7t and the ordinates represents 02
which is normalized with 7t. In FIG. 5(B), the abscissa axis
represents 01 and 02 in diagonal direction which are normalized with 7t and the ordinates represents Utot which is normalized with E0. The value of a corresponds to the case that r=1
µm, S-0.1 µm and d=1 nm where r is the ring radius of the
superconducting ring member 40, S is the cross sectional area
of junction surfaces of the first and second 0-junctions and the
at-junction 41, 42 and 43, and d is the thickness of the insulators and is that a=3.1x10-3. Also, it applies that y-0.8.
As is apparent from FIG. 5, it is seen that centering on
coordinates (2n 7t and 2m 7t where n and m are each an
arbitrary integer) in the phase space, there are found two
minimum values degenerate in their respective diagonal
directions. Stable states in energy by these two degenerate
minimum values are realized in the superconducting ring
member 40. And, 01 and 02 which correspond to the two
minimum values degenerate in diagonal directions are the
phase differences which are realized.
In FIG. 5, the two minimum values degenerate in energy
become the two stable states. These two stable states are
regarded as I T> and I >. In the states I T > and I >, currents of
a same magnitude and mutually opposite in direction flow in
the superconducting ring member 40, and correspondingly
thereto, magnetic fluxes of a same magnitude and mutually
opposite in direction pass through the superconducting ring
member 40. The magnitude of the fluxes is that 11=4.8x10-4
X0 _10-18 Wb.
In the case of FIG. 5, if alumina (A1203; dielectric constant
K-8.5) is used for the insulators 36 and 37 in the first and
second 0-junctions 41 and 42, electrostatic energy per single
electron, namely single electron Coulomb energy: E,=e2/
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2C1,2 (where e is elementary charge) then has the value of
E,.-1.7x10-24 J. Also, using a typical value Io-500 nA of the
Josephson critical current at the first and second 0-junctions
41 and 42, Josephson coupling constant E0=1.6x10-22 J is
5 obtained.
As for the single electron Coulomb energy E, and the
electrostatic energy, there exists relation: K=Q2/2C=(ne)2/
2C=n2E, where n is the number of electrons at each junction.
The value 1.7x10-24 J of the electrostatic energy E,
io becomes close in the order to the value 1.6x10-22 JofJosephson coupling constant E0. This causes the effect of electrostatic energy corresponding to kinetic energy in the phase
space to bring about a tunneling effect between two states,
I T > and I >, degenerate in energy in the superconducting ring
15 member 40, thereby developing the bonding and antibonding
states in which I T> and I > are superimposed. Here, the
bonding state: 10> is expressed by I0>xIT>+I > and is a
ground state. The antibonding state I1> is expressed by
I1>x I T>-I >, and is an excitation state.
20
Thus, the bonding state I0>=I T>+I > and the antibonding
state I 1>=I T >- I > are utilized for bits in the superconducting
ring member 40 as quantum bits. Therefore, the bonding and
antibonding states can be realized by the quantum bit constituted of one t junction and two Ojunctions, that is, Josephson
25 junctions 41, 42, 43 three in total of the superconducting ring
member 40 in which conditions such as electrostatic energies
K1, K2 and K3, Josephson coupling constant Eo and y are
appropriately chosen.
Since an energy gap AE exists between the bonding and
so antibonding states, the presence of the bonding or antibonding state can be ascertained by irradiating the quantum bit
with a microwave having angular frequency w=AE/h (where
h is the Planck constant) which corresponds to the gap and
observing its resonance absorption. The frequency (mow/2~t)
35 corresponding to the gap becomes around several GHz from
various constants for use in computation of the total free
energy shown in FIG. 5.
The bonding and antibonding states can be realized without applying external magnetic field. Further, in two degen40 crate states, since currents mutually opposite in direction flow
through the superconducting ring member 40, they are easy to
discriminate. Since the quantum bit according to the present
invention is constituted of only three junctions, its structure is
simple and the device can be reduced in size. Thus, the deco45 herence is hard to occur. Also, the device can be manufactured
easily.
The two stable states in the superconducting ring member
40 and the bonding and antibonding states to be brought about
can be realized at the same time. On the other hand, the
50 superconducting ring member 40 can be initialized as follows. Namely, when it is kept at low temperature sufficient so
that the thermal excitation from the bonding state 10>, which
is a ground state, to the antibonding state I1>, which is an
excitation state, may not occur, it can be relaxed to the ground
55 state and hence be initialized to the bonding state 10>.
In the case of exciting from the bonding state 10> of the
superconducting ring member 40 to its antibonding state I1>,
if the superconducting ring member 40 is irradiated with a
microwave of a frequency corresponding to the energy gap
6o AE,, which is when the superconducting ring member 40 is
in the state I1>, its state can be excited from the bonding state
10> to the antibonding state I1>.
Next, the readout operations of the bonding and antibonding states of the quantum bit will be explained. The bonding
65 and antibonding states of the quantum bit of the superconducting ring member 40 are read out by the superconducting
quantum interference device of the quantum state detecting
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member 60 disposed around the Josephson quantum bit of the
superconducting ring member 40. In this case, a bias current
is applied between current terminals 57 and 58 in the superconducting quantum interference device of the quantum state
detecting member 60. A value of current (switching current), 5
which gives rise to a finite voltage when the current is
increased, is measured for readout.
Here, the mention is made of where no external magnetic
flux is applied (cI_t=O).
The zero magnetic flux will be detected as an anticipated io
value when the quantum bit is in the bonding or antibonding
state, since magnetic fluxes mutually opposite in direction
enter to the superconducting ring member 40 in the degenerated I T > and I > states.
On the other hand, since an asymmetry in 0 dependence of 15
the potential occurs when a small magnetic flux is applied
("xt 0), a finite flux is detected in the bonding and antibonding states as well. FIG. 6 shows results of computation of the
total free energy where a small magnetic flux is applied
wherein (A) is a contour diagram in a (01, 02) space under an 20
external magnetic field (cI_t=O.01cI) and (B) is a diagram
illustrating the dependence of U,,, on phase space diagonal
direction. The values of various parameters other than the
external magnetic field are the same as in FIG. 5. As is
apparent from FIG. 6, applying a magnetic field relieves the 25
states I T> and I > from degeneration to bring about an asymmetry of potential in diagonal direction centering on the coordinate (2n 7t, 2m 7t). As a result, currents flowing turning in
mutually opposite directions through the superconducting
ring in the bonding and antibonding states make it possible to 30
discriminate the states of the quantum bit with the SQUID
detector. Thus, it is possible to read out the bonding and
antibonding states of the quantum bit in the superconducting
ring member 40 by varying the external magnetic field in the
vicinity of zero while making a flux measurement with the 35
superconducting quantum interference device of the quantum
state detecting member 60.
An operation with Josephson quantum computing devices
according to the present invention will be explained. It is
necessary to realize one-bit operations and a two-bit con- 40
trolled NOT logic operation (hereinafter, also referred to as
controlled NOT gating) in order to construct a universal circuit using quantum bits according to Josephson quantum
computing devices 1 or 30 of the present invention.
First, as for a one-bit operation, any state of superposition 45
can be realized in oscillations (Rabi oscillations) between the
bonding and antibonding states using microwave resonance
by adjusting the pulse width of the microwave.
A two-bit controlled NOT gating can be realized using
quantum bits according to Josephson quantum computing 50
devices 1 or 30 of the present invention as stated below.
Mention is first made of an integrated circuit with Josephson quantum computing devices 1, 30 of the present invention. FIG. 7 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating an
integrated circuit 70 using Josephson quantum computing 55
devices according to the present invention. In the Figure, the
integrated circuit 70 using Josephson quantum computing
devices 30 is formed as the matrix configuration on a substrate 72 with the Josephson quantum computing devices 30
of the present invention. The substrate 72 used may be an 60
insulating substrate. While the Josephson quantum computing devices are shown as 30A-30P, they may be Josephson
quantum computing devices 1A-1P. The number of devices
may arbitrarily be set as desired. Two adjacent quantum bits
of the Josephson quantum computing devices 30A-30P are 65
arranged spaced apart at a distance such that they are affected
each other by their mutual magnetic interaction.
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Mention is next made of the NOT gating controlled by
adjacent two quantum bits in the integrated circuit 70 using
the Josephson quantum computing devices 1, 30 of the
present invention. FIG. 8 is an explanatory view diagrammatically illustrating operations of a NOT gate controlled
with adjacent two quantum bits in an integrated circuit using
Josephson quantum computing devices 1 according to the
present invention. As shown, adjacent quantum bits 1A and
1B are arranged spaced apart at a distance (see the twoheaded arrow in FIG. 8) such that they are affected each other
by their mutual magnetic interaction. Here, the quantum bits
1A and 1B have their superconducting ring members shown
and their quantum state detecting members are omitted.
The quantum bits 1A and 1B play their respective roles as
a control and a target quantum bit. For a magnetic interaction
between quantum bits 1A and 1B, the energy gap in target
quantum bit 1B depends on the state of control quantum bit
1A. More specifically, the current flowing through the quantum bit 1A gives the quantum bit 1B an effective external flux
through their mutual inductance. Since the orientation of this
effective external magnetic flux depends on the orientation of
the current through the quantum bit 1A, the magnitude of the
total external magnetic flux applied to the quantum bit 1B
depends on the state of the quantum bit 1A.
Consider that the energy gaps of the quantum bit 1B if the
control quantum bit 1A is in the state 10> and in the state 11>
are AEBD and AE,,, respectively. When this target quantum bit
1B is irradiated with a microwave 74 of a frequency corresponding to AEB1, the target quantum bit 1B changes its state
only when the control quantum bit 1A is in the state I1>. In
this way, a NOT gate controlled by two of Josephson quantum
computing devices 1 is realized.
FIG. 9 is an explanatory view diagrammatically illustrating
operations of the NOT gate controlled with adjacent two
quantum bits in the integrated circuit using Josephson quantum computing devices 30 according to the present invention.
As shown, adjacent quantum bits 30A and 30B are arranged
spaced apart at a distance (see the two-headed arrow in FIG.
9) such that they are affected each other by their mutual
magnetic interaction. Here, the quantum bits 30A and 30B
have their superconducting ring members shown and their
quantum state detecting members are omitted.
In the above quantum bits, the quantum bits 30A plays role
as a control bit and the quantum bits 30B plays role as a target
bit. For a magnetic interaction between quantum bits 30A and
30B, the energy gap in target quantum bit 30B depends on the
state of control quantum bit 30A. More specifically, the current flowing through the quantum bit 30A gives the quantum
bit 30B an effective external flux through their mutual inductance. Since the orientation of this effective external magnetic
flux depends on the orientation of the current through the
quantum bit 30A, the magnitude of the total external magnetic flux applied to the quantum bit 30B depends on the state
of the quantum bit 30A.
Consider that the energy gaps of the quantum bit 30B if the
control quantum bit 30A is in the state 10> and in the state 11>
are AE,o and AE,,, respectively. When this target quantum
bit 30B is irradiated with a microwave 75 of a frequency
corresponding to AE,,, the target quantum bit 30B changes
its state only when the control quantum bit 30A is in the state
I1>. In this way, a NOT gate controlled by two of Josephson
quantum computing devices 30 is realized as in the case that
two Josephson quantum computing devices 1 are used.
FIG. 10 is a truth table showing the operations of the NOT
gates controlled with 2 quantum bits as in FIGS. 8 and 9. As
is shown, when the input control quantum bit 1A (30A) is in
the state I1>, it is possible to change the output of the target
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quantum bit 1B (30B) from the state I1> to the state 10> or
said superconductors and an insulator sandwiched between
from the state 10> to the state I1>. Then, the state of the target
adjacent second ends of said superconductors wherein said
quantum bit 1B (30B) can be changed from the state 10> to the
two superconductors and said ferromagnetic metal together
state 11> or from the state 11> to the state 10> can be changed
form said at-junction and said two superconductors and said
by irradiating the target quantum bit 1B (30B) with a micro- 5 insulator together form said 0-junction.
wave of a frequency corresponding to AEBI (AEc1) and
3. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
effecting a Rabi oscillation between the bonding and anticlaim 1, characterized in that said superconducting ring membonding states using the resonance. Here, the microwave
ber comprises a first, a second and a third superconductor
irradiation can be adjusted by varying its pulse width or
which as a whole are disposed in the form of a ring and are
frequency. Thus, the operations of a controlled NOT gate can io strips essentially tri-partitioned of the ring and arranged havbe realized according to 2 quantum bits using two of Josephing three interspaces open between their adjacent ends and a
son quantum computing devices 1 or Josephson quantum
ferromagnetic body and a first and a second insulator with
devices 30.
which the three interfaces are filled, respectively, wherein:
The Josephson quantum computing device 30 and the intesaid first superconductor, said first insulator and said third
grated circuit with such devices according to the present 15
superconductor together form said first 0-junction,
invention can be manufactured as stated below.
said second superconductor, said second insulator and said
First, a superconductor becoming the superconducting ring
third superconductor together form said second 0 juncmember 40 and the quantum state detecting member 60 is
tion, and
deposited by sputtering to a selected thickness. Then, the
said first superconductor, said ferromagnetic body and said
superconducting ring member 40 and the ring of quantum 20
second superconductor together form said at-junction.
state detecting member 60 are formed by selective etching
4. A Josephson quantum computing device, characterized
with mask. The superconductor at those areas of the ferroin that it comprises:
magnetic metal 35 and the insulators 36 and 37 of the supera superconducting ring member having a at junction and a
conducting ring member 40 and the insulators 53 and 54 of
0-junction; and
the quantum state detecting member 60 is etched, too.
25
a quantum state detecting member constituted by a superNext, an insulating material such as aluminum oxide
conducting quantum interference device arranged outbecoming the insulators 36, 37, 53 and 54 is deposited by
side of said superconducting ring member, wherein:
sputtering or CVD method to a selected thickness. And,
a bonding and antibonding state brought about by a tunexcess portions of the insulator material are removed by
neling effect between a I T > and a I > state as two states
selective etching. In this process step, the first and second 30
degenerate in energy of said superconducting ring mem0-junctions 41 and 42 of the superconducting ring member 40
ber are regarded as quantum bits, and
and the quantum state detecting member 60 are formed.
said bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits are
Finally, a film of the ferromagnetic metal 35 is deposited by
read out by said quantum state detecting member.
sputtering to a selected thickness. And, an excess portion of
5. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
the ferromagnetic metal film 35 is removed by selective etch- 35 claim 4, characterized in that said superconducting ring meming. In this process step, the at-junction 43 in the superconber comprises a pair of semicircular superconductors, a ferducting ring member 40 is formed. In depositing each materomagnetic metal sandwiched between adjacent first ends of
rial, an ordinary thin film forming method such as vapor
said superconductors and an insulator sandwiched between
deposition, laser ablation or MBE other than sputtering or
adjacent second ends of said superconductors wherein said
CVD may be used. Also, in masking steps for forming junc- 40 two superconductors and said ferromagnetic metal together
tions and current terminals of selected shapes, photo or elecform said at-junction and said two superconductors and said
tron beam exposure may be used.
insulator together form said 0-junction.
The present invention is not limited to these specific
6. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
examples and allows various modifications thereof to be
claim 4 or claim 5, characterized in that said bonding and
made within the scope of the invention set forth in the 45 antibonding states of said superconducting ring member are
appended claims, and it is a matter of course that these modicontrolled by a ratio (y) of Josephson coupling constants at
fications as well fall in the scope of the present invention.
said t- and 0-junctions.
What is claimed is:
7. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
1. A Josephson quantum computing device, characterized
claim 4 or claim 5, characterized in that said bonding and
in that it comprises:
5o antibonding states as the quantum bits are read out by said
a superconducting ring member with a at junction constiquantum state detecting member upon applying thereto an
tuted of a Josephson junction and a first 0-junction or a
external magnetic field.
first and a second 0-junctions each of which is consti8. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
tuted of a Josephson junction; and
claim 4, characterized in that said bonding and antibonding
a quantum state detecting member constituted by a super- 55 states as the quantum bits are states that are superposed arbiconducting quantum interference device arranged outtrarily as desired by a microwave with which said quantum
side of said superconducting ring member, wherein:
bits are irradiated.
a bonding and an antibonding state brought about by a
9. An integrated circuit using Josephson quantum computtunneling effect between a I T> and a I > state as two
ing devices, characterized in that each of said Josephson
states degenerate in energy of said superconducting ring 6o quantum computing devices comprises:
member are regarded as quantum bits, and
a superconducting ring member having a at junction consaid bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits are
stituted of a Josephson junction and a first 0-junction or
read out by said quantum state detecting member.
a first and a second 0-junction each of which is consti2. The Josephson quantum computing device as set forth in
tuted of a Josephson junction; and
claim 1, characterized in that said superconducting ring mem- 65
a quantum state detecting member constituted by a superber comprises a pair of semicircular superconductors, a ferconducting quantum interference device arranged outromagnetic metal sandwiched between adjacent first ends of
side of said superconducting ring member, wherein:
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a bonding and an antibonding state brought about by a
said first superconductor, said first insulator and said third
superconductor together form said first 0-junction,
tunneling effect between a I T> and a I > state as two
said second superconductor, said second insulator and said
states degenerate in energy of said superconducting ring
third superconductor together form said second 0 juncmember are regarded as quantum bits, and
tion, and
said bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits are 5
said first superconductor, said ferromagnetic body and said
read out by said quantum state detecting member.
second superconductor together form said at-junction.
10. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum com12. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum computing devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that
puting devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that
said superconducting ring member has a at-junction constiio said bonding and antibonding states of said superconducting
tuted of a Josephson junction and a first 0-junction which is
ring member are controlled by a ratio (y) of Josephson couconstituted of a Josephson junction and comprises a pair of
pling constants at said first and second 0-junctions and said
semicircular superconductors, a ferromagnetic metal sandat-junction.
wiched between respective and adjacent first ends of said
13. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum comsuperconductors and an insulator sandwiched between 15 puting devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that
respective and adjacent second ends of said superconductors
said bonding and antibonding states as the quantum bits are
wherein said two superconductors and said ferromagnetic
read out by said quantum state detecting member upon applymetal together form said at-junction and said two superconing thereto an external magnetic field.
ductors and said insulator together form said 0-junction.
14. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum com11. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum com- 20 puting devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that two
puting devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that:
such quantum bits adjacent to each other are so arranged as to
said superconducting ring member has a at junction conbring about a magnetic interaction and operates as a constituted of a Josephson junction and a first and a second
trolled NOT gate.
0-junction each of which is constituted of a Josephson
15. The integrated circuit using Josephson quantum comjunction and comprises a first, a second and a third 25 puting devices as set forth in claim 9, characterized in that
superconductor which as a whole are disposed in the
said bonding and antibonding states as said quantum bits are
form of a ring and are strips essentially tri-partitioned of
states that are superposed as desired by a microwave with
the ring and arranged having three interspaces open
which said quantum bits are irradiated to operate as a conbetween their adjacent ends and a ferromagnetic body
trolled NOT gate.
and a first and a second insulator with which the three
interfaces are filled, respectively, wherein:

